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THE IDEAL STRUCTURE OF C-SEMIGROUPS 
STEFAN SCHWARZ, Bratislava 
(Received September 19, 1975) 
Let S* be a semigroup with zero 0. We say that e Ф 0 is a categorical left unit 
of S if ex is either x or 0 for any x e S. An element f ф 0 is a categorical right 
unit of S if x / is either x or 0 for every xe S. 
A semigroup is called categorical at zero if abc = 0 implies either ab = 0 or 
be = 0. 
In the following we always suppose card 5 ^ 2 . 
Dejfinition. A semigroup with 0 is called a C-semigroup if it satisfies the following 
conditions : 
1. Every non-zero ae S has a categorical right unit ^^(a) and a categorical left 
unit ei{a) such that e^(a). a = a . е^(а) = a. 
2. S is categorical at zero. 
The following lemma is easy to prove. (See [1], Vol 2, pp. 78 — 79.) 
Lemma 0,1. In any C-semigroup 
a) er{a) and ei[a) are uniquely determined; 
b) we have a e Sa n aS, in particular S^" = S; 
c) any categorical left unit of S is a categorical right unit of S. 
With respect to Lemma 0,1 we may speak about the set of all categorical units 
(cat. idempotents). This set will be denoted by E. It is a subset of the set of all non­
zero idempotents EQ. Simple examples show that E can be a proper subset of EQ. 
C-semigroups (under another name) have been extensively studied by HOEHNKE 
([2] —[5]). In [1] the name "small category with zero" is suggested. SUTOV [13] 
and KozEVNiKOV [6] call our C-semigroups "categorical semigroups". The name 
"categorical semigroups" used by MCMORRIS and SATYANARAYANA [9] and MONZO 
[10] has another meaning. To avoid misunderstanding I use the word C-semigroup. 
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The present paper deals with problems of another kind than those treated in the 
papers mentioned above. There are of course some connections, in particular with 
a part of [6]. One of our aims is to study the "position" of cat. units in a C-semigroup. 
It will turn out that for some classes of semigroups this "position" can be more or 
less satisfactorily described. 0-simple C-semigroups are studied in a greater detail. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let e^, 62 be two elements e E. Since 62 is a cat. right unit, the element ^^^2 is 
either e^ or 0. Further, since ei is a cat. left unit, 6^62 is either 62 or 0. Hence if 
^1^2 Ф 0, then ei = ^2- We have 
Lemma 1Д. / / e^, 62 e E and e^ ф e2, then 6^62 = 0. 
Any a e S, a ф 0, can be written in the form a = ae^, e^ = 6^(0) e E, hence 
a e Se^. For e^ ф ^2, e^, 62 e £, we have Se^ n Se2 = 0. Indeed, x e Se^ n Se2 
implies x = b^e^ = ^2^2 with b^, 62 ^ ^' Multiplying by e^ we have x = xe^ == 
= 62^2^1 = 0. We have proved 
Lemma 1,2. Any C-semigroup can be written in the form of a union of left 
(right) ideals: 
S=ÖSe,= [Je,S, 
where Se^ n Seß = e^S n eßS = 0 for e^ ф ер. 
Note that Se^^ contains a unique element e E, namely ê  itself. 
Lemma 1,3. In a C-semigroup any non-zero nilpotent element a satisfies a^ — 0. 
Proof. Suppose that a" = 0 and n > 2. Then aa"~^ . a = 0 implies a"~^ . a = 0, 
i.e. a""^ = 0. Repeating this argument we obtain a^ = 0. 
We now deal with some trivial cases. 
First note that if 5 is a C-semigroup and has a (two-sided) identity element e, 
then e is the only cat. unit of S. Indeed, if ^̂  Ф 0 is a cat. unit of S, then ee^ = ê  Ф 0 
(since e is the identity element of S) and ee„ is either e or 0 (since e„ is a cat. unit). 
Hence e^ = e. 
Definition. We shall say that in a semigroup S with zero 0 the zero element is 
externally adjoined if S — {0} is a semigroup. 
Lemma 1,4. A C-semigroup with a unique cat. unit is a semigroup having an 
identity element and its zero is externally adjoined, 
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Proof. If ^ is the cat. unit, then for any a e 5 we have e^(a) = ei(a) = e, hence e 
is the identity element of S. Suppose that ab = aeb = 0. Since S is categorical at 
zero, it follows that either ae = 0 or eb = 0, i.e. either ti = 0 or Ь = 0. Hence 
S — {0} is a semigroup. 
Conversely: 
Lemma 1,5. Any C-semigroup in which 0 is externally adjoined has an identity 
element (and card E = 1). 
Proof. By Lemma 1,1 the semigroup S — {0} cannot have two different cat. 
units. Hence it contains exactly one cat. unit. The rest of the proof follows by Lemma 
1Л 
Corollary 1, Any semigroup with an identity element and without zero can be 
embedded in a C-semigroup by adjoining externally a zero element. 
More generally: 
Corollary 2. Any semigroup without zero can be embedded in a C-semigroup. 
Proof. If S* has no identity element, adjoin an identity element 1 and denote the 
new semigroup by 54 Next adjoin a zero element 0. The semigroup S^ u {0} is 
a C-semigroup. 
We next treat the commutative case. 
If S is a commutative C-semigroup, the decomposition of Lemma 1,2 implies that 
every Se^ is a semigroup with the identity element e„. It is categorical at zero since S 
is categorical at zero. By Lemma 1,4 Se^ is a semigroup with an identity element and 
its zero is externally adjoined. Further, Se^ . Sep = Se^CßS = 0. 
In accordance with [1] we shall say that a semigroup is a 0-direct union of sub-
semigroups S^, ОС e A, if S = \J S^ and S^Sß = S^ n Sß = 0 for a ф ß. 
(хеЛ 
Hence a commutative C-semigroup is a 0-direct union of semigroups having 
identity elements and, moreover, its zero is externally adjoined. 
It can be easily verified that the construction of all such semigroups is described 
by the following 
Theorem 1,1. Let S^, осе A be a collection of disjoint commutative semigroups 
each of which has an identity element. Adjoin a zero element 0 and define S^ . Sß = 0 
for a Ф ß and 0 . 5<, = 5«. 0 = 0 . 0 = 0. Then the 0-direct union 5 = {0} u 
u [ и 5 j is a commutative C-semigroup and any commutative C-semigroup can 
леЛ 
be obtained in this manner. 
We now return to the general case. 
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Lemma 1,6. Let S be a C-semigroup and e^, eß, ey, e^ e E. Then 
a) e^S n Seß = e^Seßi 
b) two non-zero sets eßeß and e^Se^ have a non-zero element in common iff 
eg — ey and eß = e^. 
Proof, a) First, we clearly have eßeß с Seß n eß. Next if x G Seß n eß and 
X ф О, then X — xeß, х = е^х, hence х = е^х = e^xCß е eßeß. This proves part a). 
b) Let xeeßeß n eySe§ and let both the sets Ф0. Then x = e^xeß and x = 
= eyXe^. Hence x == e^eyxe^eß. If e^ ф ey or ê  ф eß, then x = 0. Hence both the sets 
may have a non-zero element in common iff e^ = ey and ê  = eß. This proves the 
second assertion. 
Now (with respect to Lemma 1,2) we may write 
S=^S' = [[Jeß].[{}Seß-\= и eßeß. 
восеЕ eßsE eoi,eßeE 
Definition. Two subsets Л cz S and В с 5 willbecalled^wasfJisjo/nnf Л n В = 0. 
In this terminology we have 
Lemma 1,7. Any C-semigroup can be written as a union of quasidisjoint sets: 
5 = и eßeß. 
eo(,eßeE 
Example 1,1 below shows that some of the sets eßCß, e^ ф Cß, may reduce to zero. 
Further, since (eßCßY = {eßCß) (eßCß) = О, all idempotents e S (even those which 
are not cat. units) are contained in the sets eße^ and each of these sets is a non-zero 
subsemigroup of S. 
In the following we denote T^ß = eßCß while A = (a, ß, ...} will denote the index 
set of all cat. units. 
Lemma 1,8. Suppose that T^ß ф О and Tß^ Ф 0. Then for any и e T^ß — {0}, 
veTßQ ~ {0} we have uv ф 0. 
Proof. Since и e T^ß, we have и = uCß and analogously v = CßV. Now uv = 
= uCßV = 0 would imply either uCß = 0 or CßV = 0, contrary to the assumption. 
Summarizing: If T^ß ф О and Ту s ф О, then 
/ О if Д Ф 7 , 
In this latter case we have T^ßTß^ <= T^^. 
Introduce the set 6 = {Л x Л} u {z}. For oc, ß,y, ô e A define 
and z . {a, ß) = (a, ß). z = z . z == z. It is well known that 6 is a completely 
0-simple semigroup (called the semigroup of Л x Л matrix units). 
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Let now S be a C-semigroup: S = \J \J T^p. Consider the mapping q> of S into <Z 
defined as follows: ''"''•''"^ 
<p(0) = z, <p{T^, - {0}) = {a, ß) if T,, Ф О . 
Then <p is a homomorphism of S into 8 . Indeed: a) If T^ß ф О, Tß^ ф О and х е 
е T^ß - {0}, yeTß^~ {О}, we have ху е T^s - {О}, hence (р{ху) = (а, о) = {ос, ß). 
. (ß, S) = ф) . (^(j;). b) If T^ß Ф О, Г,, Ф О, i? Ф y and х е Г,̂ , - {О}, j ; е Т,, - {0}, 
then ху — О, hence с^(ху) = z = (of, ^) (у, с>) = ср{х) . (р{у). с) If х е T^ß and у = О, 
then (р{ху) = (р(0) — z = (р(х) . z = <р(х) . (р{у). 
We have 
Theorem 1,2. Any C-semigroup possesses a homomorphic mapping into the 
completely 0-simple semigroup of Л x Л matrix units. 
Remark . In the case of a 0-simple C-semigroup we shall obtain a stronger result. 
E x a m p l e 1Д. To show that some of the sets e^Seß may be zero consider the fol-
lowing example. Let 5 be a set consisting of an element z and all ordered pairs {i,j), 
where i,j are integers such that i ^ j . Define a product in S by the rules 
l b J M ^ 5 j ^ ^ if ; Ф Г , 
and zx = z = xz for all x e 5. S is a C-semigroup. The set of all cat. units is £ = 
= {(f, f) I — 00 < f < GO}. The left ideal generated by (i,j) is the "horizontal 
half-line" {z} u {{r,j) | r ^ i}, the right ideal generated by (ij) is the "vertical 
half-hne" {z} u {(г, s) | 5 ^ /} . The two sided ideal generated by (i,j) is the "rect­
angle" {z} u {(r, 5) I r ^ /, 5 ^ j } . In this case we have 
( ' ' ' ) ^ ( ^ ' ^ ) = x ( / , y ) if i^j. 
2. 0-SIMPLE C-SEMIGROUPS 
In the following 0-simple C-semigroups will play an important role. Therefore we 
treat them first. 
Lemma 2,1. / / 5 /5 a 0-simple C-semigroup, then for any e^, eßE E we have 
e^Sep Ф 0. 
Proof. S(e^Seß) = (Se^S) eß = Seß. If e^Sep were 0, we would have S{e^Se^ — 
= 5 . 0 = 0, hence Seß = 0, a contradiction to eß E Seß. 
Corollary. / / S is a 0-simple C-semigroup, then to any couple e^, Cß there is an 
a E S, a Ф 0 such that a = e^aCß. 
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Lemma 2,2. / / S is a 0-simple C-semigroup, then 
/ 0 if ß + y , 
'' '' ^T^s if ß = y^ 
Proof. T^ßTßö = e^SepepSes = e^Se^S) e^ = e^Se^ = T^^. 
By the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1,2 we deduce 
Theorem 2Д. Any Osimple C-semigroup possesses a homomorphic mapping onto 
the completely O-simple semigroup of Л x Л matrix units. 
Consider now the subsemigroup T^^ = e^Se^. This semigroup contains a unique 
cat. unit, namely e^ which is the identity element of T^^. For any x e T^^, x ф 0 
we have e^xe^ = x. Now 
Hence 7̂ ^ is a O-simple semigroup. T^^ is categorical at zero since S is categorical 
at zero. Hence T^^ is a C-semigroup. By Lemma 1,4 the zero 0 is externally adjoined. 
We have proved 
Theorem 2,2. / / S is a O-simple C-semigroup, then each of the subsemigroups 
e^Se^ is a O-simple semigroup containing an identity element and the zero 0 is 
externally adjoined. 
This theorem suggests a method how to construct O-simple C-semigroups. 
C o n s t r u c t i o n . Let T= {1, t, w, ...} be a simple semigroup with the identity 
element 1 and without zero. Let Л = {a, jß,...} be a set of symbols. Consider the 
set S consisting of {0} and all triples {t, a, ß), where teT, <x, ß e Л. Define in -S 
a multiplication by the rules 
(r, ОС, ß) {и, y,ô) = . . 
^ ^ ^ ^ \ [tu, (x,o) if ß = y, 
and 0 . (t, oc, ß) = (t, oc, ß). 0 = 0 . 0 = 0. Then S is a C-semigroup. It is clearly 
categorical at zero. The cat. right and cat. left units of (t, a, ß) are (1, ß, ß) and 
(l , a, a) respectively. Finally, it is easy to see that S is O-simple since for any triple 
(r, a, ß) we have S . {t, ex, ß) . S = S. 
Remark . We emphasize that we do not assert to obtain in this way all O-simple 
C-semigroups. In our construction the subsemigroups e^Se^ of Theorem 2,2 are of 
the form T^^ = (J {[t, a, oc)} и [O] and all are isomorphic semigroups. At this 
teT 
moment I am unable to prove or disprove whether the subsemigroups e^Se^ in 
Theorem 2,2 are necessarily isomorphic or not. We shall return to this problem in 
Theorem 2.6, 
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In the proofs of the following theorems we shall use the following well known 
statement ( [ l ] , Theorem 2,54): If S" is a 0-simple semigroup which is not completely 
0-simple, and S contains an idempotent, then S contains an infinite number of idem-
potents. 
Theorem 2,3. Ä 0-simple C-semigroup S is completely 0-simple iff all non-zero 
idempotents e S are cat. units. 
Proof, a) Suppose that S is 0-simple but not completely 0-simple and all non-zero 
idempotents are cat. units. Then S contains non-primitive idempotents, i.e. there is 
a couple of non-zero idempotents ^^,62, e^ Ф ^2 such that 61^2 = ^2^1 — ^1 + ^^ 
The idempotent e^ is not a cat. unit since otherwise ^2^1 would be either ^2 or 0. 
The existence of an idempotent which is not a cat. unit constitutes a contradiction 
to the supposition. 
b) Suppose conversely that the C-semigroup iS is completely 0-simple. Let e ф 0 
be any idempotent e S. Since S is a C-semigroup, there is a cat. unit e^e S such that 
ее,. = e. This implies ee^e = e, hence e^e ф 0. Therefore e,e = e. Now since S is 
completely 0-simple, ee^ = e^e = e impHes e^ = e. Any non-zero idempotent e S 
is a cat. unit. This proves our theorem. 
Note that we have not used the assumption that S is categorical at zero. Indeed 
we have proved the following somewhat stronger result: 
Theorem 2,33. Let S be a 0-simple semigroup in which to every a e S there is 
a cat. left unit ei{a) and a cat. right unit г^(а) such that ei{a) . a — a . e^^a) = a. 
Then S is a completely 0-simple semigroup iff each non-zero idempotent e S is 
a cat. unit. 
The following lemma is known and has been proved in [ l ] (Lemma 8,23, p. 98). 
Lemma 2,3. Let S be a 0-simple semigroup containing a 0-minimal left ideal 
(in particular, a completely 0-simple semigroup). Then S is categorical at zero. 
Hence we may state part of our results in the following form which will be needed 
later. 
Theorem 2,4. A completely 0-simple semigroup S in which to every a there are 
cat. units ei{a), eXci) such that a = a . e^(a) = ei{a) .a is a C-semigroup. In this 
case all non-zero idempotents e S are cat. units. 
Remark . It should be emphasized that we cannot prove that a 0-simple semigroup 
(which is not completely 0-simple) satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2,4 is 
a C-semigroup. In particular: A simple semigroup with zero and an identity element 
need not be categorical at zero. An example of such a semigroup has been given 
by MuNN [11], p. 156. This example will be reproduced below (see Example 6,1). 
In addition to our theorems we prove 
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Theorem 2,4a. A 0-simple semigroup containing non-zero idempotents in which 
all non-zero idempotents are cat. units is a completely 0-simple C-semigroup. 
Proof. Suppose that 5" is not completely 0~simple. Then there exists a couple of 
non-zero idempotents e„ Ф Cp such that e^Cß = CpC^ == ê^ ф 0. Since Cß is a cat. 
unit and e^Cß ф О, we have e^Cß = e^. But then e^ = Cß, a contradiction. Now S 
being completely 0-simple it can be written in the form of unions of left (right) 
O-minimal ideals: 5 = (J Se^ = \J eß, so that to any ae S there are cat. units 
Cy, e^ with a = aCy == e^a. The rest of the proof follows by Lemma 2,3. 
Now a completely 0-simple C-semigroup is known to be a 0-simple inverse semi-
group (i.e. a Brandt semigroup). It can be characterized also as a simple dual semi-
group [12]. All such semigroups can be obtained if in the construction discussed 
above, Tis taken a group. In this case it is of course well known that all the e^Se^ 
are isomorphic. 
We have 
Theorem 2,5. Any completely 0-simple C-semigroup is isomorphic to a semigroup 
obtained by the construction described above when taking a suitably chosen 
group for T and a set with a suitably chosen cardinal number for A. 
We now return to Theorem 2,2. We have seen that any one of the subsets e^Se^ — 
— {0} is a simple semigroup with a unit element. We also remarked that at present 
we are unable to prove whether all e^Se^, осе A, are isomorphic to each other. We 
prove a weaker statement. 
Theorem 2,6. In a 0-simple C-semigroup any semigroup e^Se^ can be isomorphical-
ly mapped into any other CßSCß. 
Remark . This theorem is formulated for C-semigroups and cat. units. An 
analogous statement holds mutatis mutandis for any 0-simple semigroup and non-
necessarily cat. idempotents. 
Proof. Since e^ e e^Se^ — eßCß . CßSe^, there are two elements v e eßCß, и e CßSe^ 
such that e^ = v.u. The element e' = uv = uejo e CßScß is an idempotent since 
e'-^ = u{vu) V — ue^v = uv = e . 
Consider now the mapping cp : e^Se^ -> CßSCß defined by x |-^ uxv. 
a) This is a homomorphic mapping of eße^ into CßSCß. Indeed, if y^ — ux^v, 
у2 = ux2v{xi, X2 e e^Se^), then 
^ ( ^ l ) ^{^2) — У1У2 ~ UXi(vu) X2V = UXie^X2V = UX1X2V = Ç)(XiX2) . 
b) If Xj Ф X2, then (p(xi) Ф (p{x2). Indeed, suppose uxiV = UX2V. Multiply 
by V from the left and by и from the right. We have vux^vu = VUX2VU, i.e. e^x^e^ = 
— ^a^l^a^^ hence X^ = X2' 
c) Note that Ц){е^ = ue^v = uv = e' e CßSCß. 
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d) If x e e^Se^, then y = (p(x) = uxv has e for an identity element. Indeed, we 
have ye' = ux{vue^v) = uxe^v = uxv = y, and analogously e'y = y. 
e) Finally, we show that cp carries e^Se^ onto the semigroup e'Se\ To this end it is 
sufficient to show that to any y G e'Se' there is an Xi E e^Se^ such that (p{xi^ = y. 
[By b), Xi is uniquely determined.] Consider the element x^ = vyu. Then (p{xi) = 
= u{vyu) V = e'ye' = y. Hence e^Se^ is isomorphically mapped onto eSe' с 
с: eßSeß. This proves Theorem 2,6. 
Remark . It follows immediately from our proof that if i/, t; can be chosen so that 
vu = e^ and uv = eß, then e^Se^, ^ßSeß are isomorphic semigroups. 
This is certainly the case if e.g. epSeß contains a unique non-zero idempotent. 
Then uv is necessarily equal to ep. In this case it is well known that epSep — {0} is 
a group. Since any e^Se^ can be isomorphically mapped onto eßSeß it is clear that 
all e^Se^ — {0}, ae A are groups and all are isomorphic to one another. In this case 
all idempotents e S are cat. units and 5 is completely 0-simple. This is the case 
treated in Theorems 2,3 and 2,5. 
We now proceed to a more general situation. 
Let a G Л be chosen fixed. Since S is 0-simple, there exist to any cat. unit e^e S = 
= Se^S two elements u^^ e Se^, v^ e eß such that e^ — u^e^v^ = u^v^. Suppose that 
it is possible to choose for any fie A the elements м̂ ,̂ v^ such that the idempotents v^u^^ 
are equal to e^. (Note that all idempotents v^u^ are necessarily contained in e^e„.) 
For convenience, define v^ = u^ = e^. 
Denote T = eße^. Consider the mapping <p̂ ^ : T-> u^Tv^ defined by x \-^ Uj^xv^^ 
xeT. 
(p^Q is onto. Indeed, let j ф 0 be any element G U^TV^, Then for the element x = 
= еа^хУи^е^ G T we have (p^^^x) = U;,xv^ = (u^e^V;,) y{u^e^v^) = e;,ye^ = y. If y e 
e U^TVQ, J; Ф 0 is given, there is a unique x G Tsuch that (рхд{х) = у. Indeed, u^x^v^ = 
= UX^2^Q{^U ^2 e ^) implies {vxU^x^{v^u^ = (̂ я̂"я) •Х2(^Л), i-e. e^x^e^ = e^X2e^ 
and Xi = X2' Hence cp^Q is a one-to-one mapping of Tonto u^Tv^. 
We next prove that u^Tv^ = e^Se^. Firstly, we have u^Tv^ = e^u^Tv^e^ a e^Se^. 
Secondly, e^Se^ = u^v^Su^v^ = u^ej^^Su^e^v^ с u^^e^e^) v^ = u^Tv^. Hence u^Tv^ = 
The semigroup S can be written as a union of quasidisjoint semigroups S = 
= и U^TVQ. The importance of this representation of S is due to the fact that to 
any z G 5, z Ф 0, there is a unique couple A, Q and a unique x еТ such that z = 
= u^xv^. 
Consider now the semigroup 5^ consisting of a zero 0^ and all triples (мд, x, i;̂ ), 
X, Q e A, X e TQ = T — {0}, with the multiplication defined by 
/ Ч / \ / Ol if Ö Ф X , 
and Ol having the usual properties of a zero element. 
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Consider the mapping ф : S -^ S^, where 
, Ч _ / Ol for z = 0 , 
^ ^ \ (M;^, X, VQ) for Z = U;,XVQ Ф 0 . 
This is a one-to-one mapping of S into S^. It is onto, since for any (м;̂ , у, v^), у e TQ 
there is an element z e S (namely z = w^yf^) such that i//(z) = (u;̂ , >;, v^). 
We show that i/̂  is an isomorphism. Let z^, Z2 G -S and z^ e M^TI;^, Z2 e u^Tv^, 
Zi Ф 0, Z2 Ф 0. Write Zi = U^X^VQ, Z^ = u^X2V^^ where Xj, X2 e TQ are uniquely 
determined. We have 
/ 0 if Q Ф X , 
Z1Z2 = {u;,Xj^v^e^){e^u^X2V^) 
\ U^Xi{v^U^) X2V^ = U;,XiX2V^ if Q = X . 
The images satisfy i/̂ (0) = Oj, i/^(zi) = (1/25 :̂1, f j , '^(z2) = (t/^, X2, v^) fcr z^ ф 0, Z2 Ф 0, and 
. . /Ol if Z1Z2 = 0 , 
w ( Z i Z 2 ) = / \ -n 
\{U;,,X-^X2,V^) if Z1Z2 Ф 0 . 
In the last case we may write iA(ziZ2) = (м^̂  -̂ î 2> ^ J = ("A^ -̂ î  ^Q) {^Q^ ̂ 2^ ^ц) = 
= ï/^(zi) . iA(z2). This proves our statement. 
In particular: All simple semigroups U;^TQU;^ = ^л^^л "~ {Ö}, Я e Л, are isomorphic 
to one another. 
When replacing W;̂, v^,... by their indices Я, / i , . . . e Л it is easy to see that S^ 
is isomorphic to the semigroup 52 consisting of Oi and all triples (Я, x, Q), X e TQ, 
1,деЛ with the multiplication 
/i\ /T \ / \ / O l if ^ Ф X, 
W ( ' ' ^ ' ^ ) ( ' ' ' ^ ' ^ ) = 4 ( A , x y , | . ) if , = x , 
and Ol having the usual properties of a zero element. 
Summarizing, we have proved 
Theorem 2,7. Let S be a 0-simple C-semigroup and e^ a fixed chosen cat. unit 
of S, For any e^eE let e^ = u^v^, u^ e Se^, v^ e e^S. Suppose that it is possible to 
choose Uf^, v^ such that all idempotents t;̂ м̂̂ ^ are equal to e^. Then S is isomorphic 
to a semigroup S2 consisting of a zero Oi and the set of all triples (Я, x, /л), where 
Я, ß run independently through a set Л and x e TQ, TQ being a simple semigroup 
with a unit element. Hereby the multiplication in S2 is given by the rules (l). 
Remark . In the next section we shall show that the suppositions of Theorem 2,7 
are, in particular, satisfied in any 0-bisimple C-semigroup. 
3. 0-BISIMPLE C-SEMIGROUPS 
We recall: If a e S, we denote by li'^^ the set of all generators of the left ideal 
(a, Sa]. The set IS"^ is called the if-class containing a. In the case of a C-semigroup 
we may write Z5«) = {x\Sx = Sa}. 
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Analogously, in a C-semigroup the ^-class containing a is defined by R^"^ = 
= {x\xS = aS]. An J^-class containing a is defined as the set J^^^ = [x \ SxS = 
= SaS}. 5£ and ^ are equivalence relations. The ^-relation is the smallest equi-
valence relation containing both 5£ and 01, 
N o t e : If e is an idempotent, lf^\ î ^̂ ^ the if-and ^:^-classes containing e, 
then D<̂> = IS^^R^'^ is a ^-class. 
The next lemma concerns general semigroups. It is known in one or another form. 
For completeness we prove it in the form needed here. 
Lemma ЗД. het e be an idempotent e S. Let e he any idempotents e Ii^^R^^\ 
a) / / e' = ^rj, ^E &\ rj E R^'\ then rj^ = e. 
b) The subsemigroups eSe and eSe' are isomorphic semigroups. 
Proof, a) Since ^E&\ we have {^,S^} = {e,Se] = Se. Hence either e = ^ 
or there is an x e 5 such that ^ = x^. If e = (J, we may write e = x^ with x = ^ = e, 
so that in both cases we may write e = x^. Analogously, since ц E R^^\ we have 
{rj, rjS} = eS and again there is an у e S such that e = rjy. Note further that ä, e 
E li^^ с Se implies ^e = ^ and rj E R^^^ impUes erj = rj. 
Now, we have successively: rjä, = (erj) [^e) = e{rjC) e = (xä) {riC) {^у) = ^{^^У У = 
= x{^f]) у = (x(^) (rjy) = e ,e =^ e. 
b) Consider the mapping cp : eSe -^ eSe defined by x i-> ^хц for x e eSe. 
a) (p{e) = ^evj = ^rj = e'. 
ß) Note that e'^ = {^rj) { = ^{t]C) = ^e = ^ and f]e' = rj{^r}) = (rj^) t] = erj = tj. 
Hence (p{x) = ^xrj = е'^хце cz eSe. 
y) ф is a mapping of eSe onto e'Se'. Indeed, let z = eze be any element e eSe'. 
Consider the element x^ = rjz£, = erjz^e E eSe. Then q){x^) = ^{rjz^) t] = ((̂ f/) Z{^Y\) = 
= e'ze' = z. 
5) Ç) is a homomorphism since for any U,VE eSe we have (p{u) . (p(v) = ^щ . 
. ^vr\ = ^uevT] = ^uvrj = (p{uv). 
e) Finally, cp is one-to-one since (p(u) = (p(v), i.e. ^urj = ^vrj, imphes successively 
ri^urj^ = rj^vrj^, eue = eve, и = v. This proves Lemma 3,1. 
Lemma 3,2. Let S be a semigroup, e an idempotent. Then the complement of li^^ 
in Se, i.e. the set К\^^ = Se — ß^^ is either empty or a left ideal of S. 
Proof. Suppose that К\^^ is non-empty and у E К\^^ cz Se, Then {j;, Sy} c: Se. 
It is sufficient to prove that Sy n li^^ = 0. Suppose for an indirect proof that there 
is an element z E Sy and z e I^^\ The first inclusion impHes Sz cz Sy, the other 
one {z, Sz} = Se. Hence Se = {z, Sz} a Sy, This together with S y ci Se implies 
Se = Sy and Se = {y, Sy}. This is equivalent to y G IS^\ contrary to the assumption. 
Lemma 3,3. Let S be a 0-simple semigroup and e a fixed chosen non-zero idem-
potent E S, Then for any non-zero idempotent e' E S we have eSe n IS^^ Ф 0. 
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Proof. Suppose for an indirect proof that there is an idempotent e" Ф 0 such that 
e"Se n &^ = 0, i.e. e''Se с К\'\ By Lemma 3,2 Se''Se с SK\'^ a К\'^ Ф Se. On 
the other hand (since S is simple), Se''Se = (Se"S) e = Se. This is an obvious 
contradiction. 
Let now 5 be a 0-simple C-semigroup. Let E = {e^, e^,...} be the set of all cat. 
units 6 S and Л = {ос, ß,...}. 
By Theorem 2,2, e^Se^ is a 0-simple semigroup containing an identity element and 
the zero is externally adjoined. By Lemma 3,1, for any idempotent e' e Ü^^^R^^''^ 
(independently of whether e' is a cat. unit or not) e'Se' is isomorphic with e^Se^. 
Denote &-^ n e^Se^ = P «̂, so that &'^^ := (J P^ .̂ Denote analogously î "̂«> n 
уеЛ 
^ e^Ses = Q,s. so that R^'""^ = \J Q^,. We have 
öeA 
Po^ßQyo 
1 = 0 if i5 Ф 7 , 
Finally, the ^-class containing e^ can be written in the form 
J)ie.) ^ X(e«)̂ (e«) ^ [-p̂ ^ ^ p^^ U P,, U . . . ] [Q,, U О.Д U Ô,, U . . .] . 
Remark 1. Lemma 3,3 when applied to the case of a 0-simple C-semigroup and cat. 
units says that L̂ *̂̂  is scattered through all eySe^ {y e Ä). The whole semigroup eße^ 
need not belong to L̂ '̂'̂  Further, P^^ is a semigroup. Indeed, ïï a,be IS^''^ n e^Se^, 
we have Sa = Sb = Se^, hence Sab = (Sa) b = (Se^) b = 5'(̂ «6) = Sb = Se^; 




R e m a r k 2. Though ZJe«) j^s^if need not be a semigroup we show that IS^"^ u {0} 
is a semigroup. Clearly [p У = 0 for ^ Ф a. Further, 
[&^'y = (P, . u P , , u . . .)(P„, u P , , u ...) = 
^ ( P , , u P ^ , u . . . ) P . « u { 0 } . 
For any i? we have Pp^P^^ a. Pp„, but since e^ e P^„, we have Pß^P^^ = P^^. Therefore 
[&'^Y = ^̂ '"̂  ̂  {0}. 
Lemma 3,4. P^^ /s exactly the ^-class of the O-simple semigroup e^Se„ con-
taining e^. Q^^ is exactly the ^-class of the 0-simple semigroup e^Se^ containing 
Proof. Denote the if-class of e^Se^ containing e by 1?о*\ For any x e P^^ we have 
Sx = Se^, hence e^Sx = eße^ and (since x = xe^ = e^x) {eße^ x = e^e^. Hence 
X 6 L̂ o'*̂  and P^, Œ 4-«>. 
Let on the other hand y be any element e L̂ «̂̂  c: e^e^, i.e. (e^e^) y = eße„. 
Multiplying by S from the left we have (Seß) e^y = Seße^, i.e. Se^y = Se^, Sy = 
= Se^, hence y e &^^ and y e L̂ «̂> n eße^ = P,, , i.e. É^""^ с P„^. Therefore P «̂ = 
The second statement can be proved analogously. 
Suppose now that 5 is a 0-bisimple semigroup. Then D^^''^ = li^-^R^^-^ is a bisimple 
subsemigroup of S and S = D̂ *̂̂  u {O}. Further, 
S - 0 = L̂ ->P̂ «̂> = и eßcß - {0} = [P, , u P , , u . . .] [ ß , , u ß , , u . . .] . 
eoc,eßeE 
Since none of the products Pя^^ß^, wit the exception of P^^Q^oc is contained in e„Se^, 
we conclude that P^«ß«« = «̂̂ Sê  - {O}, i.e. eße^ - {0} = L̂ o'̂ >P̂ "«>. Hence eße^ -
'— {0} is a bisimple semigroup. 
We have proved 
Theorem 3,1. Let S be a 0-bisimple C-semigroup. Then for any cat. unit e^e E 
the subsemigroup eße^ — {0} is a bisimple semigroup with a unit element. All 
such subsemigroups are isomorphic to one another. 
Remark . It follows from Lemma 3,1 that even for any idempotent e e eße^ — {0} 
the subsemigroup eSe — {0} is isomorphic with eße^ — {O}. 
Now in the bisimple case Lemma 3,1 says that for any e^e E there are elements 
Uf^ e Se^, v^ G eß such that v^u^^ = e^. Hence the suppositions of Theorem 2,7 are 
satisfied and TQ is a bisimple semigroup with an identity element. 
We finally obtain 
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Theorem 3,2. Let Т be a bisimple semigroup with an identity element. Let A = 
= {a, j^ , . . .} be an index set. Consider the set S consisting of an element 0 and 
all triples {(f, a, ß)}, t E T, a, ß e Л. Define 
the element 0 having the usual properties of a zero element. Then S is a 0-bisimple 
C'Semigroup. Conversely, every 0-bisimple C-semigroup is obtained (up to an 
isomorphism) in this manner by choosing suitably the bisimple semigroup T with 
an identity element and an index set Л. 
4. MAXIMAL ONE-SIDED IDEALS 
We shall now study the existence of maximal left (right) ideals. 
Let us first recall that the set {li""^} of all c^-classes can be partially ordered by 
defining li^^ ^ й""^ iff (b, Sb) c= (a, Sa). It is clear what we shall mean by a maximal 
.^-class in this ordering. The ordering of ^-classes and ^-classes is defined analo­
gously. In particular, in a C-semigroup we have I^^^ ^ /̂ "̂  iff" SbS Œ SaS. 
Theorem 4,1. Any C-semigroup contains maximal left and maximal right ideals. 
Proof. Let e^ e E. Consider the union L^ of all left ideals of S which do not con-
tain e^. If card E ^ 2, then L^ contains {[J Se \ee E, e ^ e^} (but L^ may be larger). 
e 
We state that L^ is a maximal left ideal of S. If L^ is a left ideal of S which is larger 
than L^, then L^ contains e^, hence it contains Se^ and, in the case card E ^ 2, we 
have L^ = {\JSe\ e e E} = S. If card £ = 1, we have L^ =з Se^ = S, hence L^ = S. 
e 
This proves Theorem 4,1 for left ideals. The existence of maximal right ideals is 
proved analogously. 
To describe more precisely the set of all maximal left ideals and maximal ^-classes 
we need the following 
Lemma 4,1. A left ideal Lof a semigroup S is a maximal left ideal of S iff S — L 
is a maximal ^-class. 
Remark . Generalizations of Lemma 4,1 to unary algebras can be found in the 
paper [15]. 
Proof, a) If L is a maximal left ideal of -S, card (S — L) ^ 2 and x, y e S — L, 
X Ф y, then the left ideals L L / {X, SX} and {y, Sy} u L are larger than L, hence 
L u {x, Sx} = S = LKJ {y, Sy}. This implies y e Sx, x e Sy, whence Sx = Sy and 
{x, Sx} = {y, S y}. Hence all elements e S — L belong to the same .^-class, say iS'^K 
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The set IS""^ cannot meet L, since z e Ij""^ n L would imply {z, Sz] = {x, Sx] and 
{z, Sz} с L, hence {x, Sx} cz L, contrary to the assumption that хфЬ. We have 
proved that S — Lis an if-class. The same argument can be applied in the case when 
card(S - L ) = 1, i.e. L̂ ^̂  = {x}. 
To prove that L̂"̂^ = 5 — L is a maximal if-class, suppose for an indirect proof 
that there is z G S such that {z, Sz\ ^ {x, Sx}. Then z i li''\ hence z e L and 
{x, Sx} ^ (z, Sz) cz L. This implies x e L, a contradiction with the assumption. 
b) Let conversely L̂ ^̂  be a maximal if-class. We first show that S - JS""^ is a left 
ideal of S. Let j ; G S - L^^'K It is sufficient to show that Sy cz S - li^'K Suppose for 
an indirect proof that this is not the case, i.e. there is an element z e Sy n l}''^ Then 
we have Sz cz Sy and (since z e li""^) {z, Sz} = {x, Sx}. Therefore {x, Sx} = 
= {z, Sz} cz {y, Sy}. Since L̂""̂  is maximal this imphes {x, Sx} = {y, Sy} and 
y G lS''\ contrary to our assumption. 
To prove that S — ij""^ is a maximal left ideal take any t e li^'K Then (S — li"^^) u 
u {t, St} is a left ideal of S. Since {t, St} = (w, Su} for any и e L^ \̂ we have [t, St} = 
= и {и, Su} ZD L̂ >̂. Hence (S - L̂ ^̂ ) u [t, St} = S. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 4,L 
Theorem 4,2. Lef e^ be a cat, unit of a C-semigroup. Then the ^-class &°'^ is 
maximal ^-class of S. Conversely, every maximal ^-class of S is of the form L̂ ^̂ ^ 
with a suitably chosen Cß e E. 
Proof, a) By definition É'""^ = {a | Sa = Se J . Suppose that there is Ь G S such 
that L̂ *̂̂  ^ Ii^\ i.e. Se^ Ç Sb. There is a cat. unit eß such that b = bCß. We have 
Sb = SbCß cz Sep, hence 0 Ф Se^ ^ Se^. This is a contradiction to Lemma 1,2. 
b) Let É^^ be a maximal if-class of S. Writing again Ь = bCß with ê  G £ we have 
Sb = Sbe^ с Se^, or otherwise Z<̂> ^ L̂ ^̂ >. Since L̂ ^̂  is a maximal if-class, we have 
li^^ = &P^ which proves our statement. 
Lemma 4,2. The {maximal) ^-class &''^ contains a unique idempotent {name-
Proof. Suppose that e is an idempotent contained in L^̂ *\ Then, since Se^ = Se, e is 
a right identity for all x G Se^. In particular e^e = e« Ф 0. Since e^ is a cat. unit we 
have either e^e = e or e^e = 0. Hence e^ = e. 
Clearly L̂ ^̂ ^ c: Se^ so that we can write Se^ = L̂ *̂̂  u î l̂ *̂  with L̂ "̂̂  n К['-^ = 0. 
The set К\''''^ is a left ideal of S, since X|̂ -> = Se^ n L^. (It may occur that К\'''^ = 0.) 
Theorem 4,3. Л«;; maximal left ideal of a C-semigroup can be written in the form 
К = [ и SCß'] u К\^''\ where the left ideal Kĵ *^ is the complement of &^^ 
in Se^. 
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It should be emphasized that К\^'"^ may contain a number of idempotents none of 
them being, of course, a cat. unit. 
So far we have identified all maximal if-classes. Analogously, all maximal ^ -
classes are of the form jR^̂ *\ where e^ runs through all elements e E. 
It will turn out that the same problem concerning maximal ^/-classes and maximal 
two-sided ideals is much more complicated. To explain where the difficulties arise, 
let us consider — just for a while — the case that S is a finite C-semigroup in which 
case the ^-classes and ^/-classes coincide. Then the product of a maximal ^-class L̂ "̂̂  
and a maximal ^-class jR̂ «̂̂  is the J^-class L̂ "̂̂ î ^̂ *\ One may suspect that I^^-^RS^-^ 
is a maximal »/-class. Example 5,1 below shows that this need not be true. 
E x a m p l e 4,1. In Example 1,1 every cat. unit (f, i) is a maximal J^-class. All 
maximal left ideals are of the form Li = S — {(i, /)}. Incidentally, these are at the 
same time maximal right and maximal two-sided ideals. 
Example 4,2. To have a quite diff^erent example (and for further purposes), con­
sider the bicyclic semigroup В with an identity 1, i.e. the semigroup generated by 
two symbols p, q subject to the single generating relation pq = \, Adjoin to В 
a zero 0. Then 5 = Б u {0} is a C-semigroup. The identity 1 is the unique cat. unit 
of S. The J^-class containing 1 is li^^ = {l, q, q^, . . . } , the unique maximal «^-class. 
Analogously jR̂ ^̂  = {1,/», p^, ...} is the unique maximal ^-class. Further L^ = 
= 5 — L̂ ^̂  and R^ = S — R^^\ are maximal left and right ideals of S respectively. 
Note that in this case IJ^^R^^^ = В and the maximal two-sided ideal of S is {O}. 
5. MAXIMAL TWO-SIDED IDEALS 
We shall now study maximal two-sided ideals and maximal j^-classes of a C-
semigroup. 
The following general statement can be proved by an analogous argument as 
Lemma 4,1. 
Lemma 5,1. Л two-sided ideal M of a semigroup S is a maximal two-sided ideal 
of S iff S — M is a maximal J-class. 
The existence of maximal two-sided ideals in a C-semigroup cannot be proved 
in the same way as Theorem 4,1 since the following statement holds: 
Theorem 5,1. There exist C-semigroups without maximal two-sided ideals. 
We postpone giving an example which proves this statement after we shall have 
proved Lemma 5,2. 
Even in the finite case, an "undesired" situation may arise. It is natural to try to 
find maximal two-sided ideals by examining the largest two-sided ideal which does 
not contain a given cat. unit e^. Such an ideal always exists but need not be a maximal 
ideal of S. 
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This is a C-semigroup with two cat. units e^. eß. We have 
Se, = {0, ^„, I/, e} , L(̂ «> = {e j , 
Sep = (0, e ,̂ v] , L̂ ^̂> = {̂ „̂ v} , 
e,S - {0, ^„ ü, e} , R̂ «̂> - {e,} , 
e^S = {0, ep, u] , î ^̂ >̂ = {eß, и] . 
The maximal left and right ideals of S are 
К = {0, ^̂ î, w, t̂ , ^} , Lß = {0, e ,̂ w, e] , 
К = {0. /̂3. w. î̂ ' ^} . ^^ = {0, e,, V, e] , 
There is a unique maximal two-sided ideal M, = R, = L, = {0, ^^j, u, f, e}. This is 
the largest two-sided ideal of S which does not contain e,. The largest two-sided 
ideal of 5 which does not contain ep is {0} and this is, of course, not a maximal two-
-sided ideal of S. [Otherwise expressed: The largest two-sided ideal of S contained 
in the maximal left ideal Lß is {O}.] 
In this example we have three ^^-classes: 
and I^^^ f /̂ ^̂ ^ ^ /̂ ""'̂  The "undesired" situation is due to the fact that SeßS f 
^ Se^S though eß is a cat. unit. Note also that the product of the maximal =^-class li^^^ 
and the maximal ^-class R^^^^ is not a maximal J^-class. 
In what follows, when speaking about maximal J^-classes we shall suppose, of 
course, that a maximal ^/-class exists. 
It should be remarked in advance: If M is a maximal two-sided ideal of a C-semi-
group, M cannot contain all elements e £, since this would imply M =) SM ZD SE = 
= S, i.e. M = S, There exists therefore at least one e^e E such that M does not con-
tain e,. In this case we have M c= L^ n R,, where L,{R^ is the maximal left (right) 
ideal of S which does not contain e,. There may exist several maximal left (right) 
ideals containing M. On the other hand, if a maximal left ideal L, of S contains 
a maximal two-sided ideal M of S, then M is uniquely determined. 
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Lemma 5,2. Any maximal J-class of a C-semigroup contains at least one cat. 
unit. 
Proof. Let /̂ "̂  be a maximal J^-class. Since a == a . e,[a), we have SaS = 
= Sa . e^(a) S c Se^(^a) S. Hence, with respect to the maximality of i^^\ we have 
SaS = Se^a) S, i.e. ej^a) e ^''K 
Lemma 5,3. Any two different maximal J-classes of a C-semigroup satisfy 
lia) ^ Jib) ^ Q 
Proof. Any XEI^""^ can be written in the form x = xe^(x), e^^x) e E and by the 
same argument as in the foregoing Lemma, e^{x) e /^"^ Analogously, any y e I^^^ 
can be written in the form y = ei{y). y with ei{y) e £ n P\ Since f''^ n I^^^ = 0, 
we have e^(x) Ф f^i{y), hence xy = x e^x) . ei(y) y == 0. 
We now give an example of a C-semigroup without maximal two-sided ideals. 
Example 5,2. Let S be the set consisting of a zero {z} and all r x s matrices A^^, 
r, s running independently through the set N = {1 ,2 ,3 , . . . } , the entries of Ars 
being non-negative integers. 
We define A^s • At» to be z if s Ф r, and to be the ordinary matrix product if s = f. 
It is immediately seen that S is a C-semigroup and the cat. units of S are the 
n X n unit matrices U„ {n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) . [To avoid misunderstanding let us note 
explicitly that any rectangular zero matrix is merely an element G 5 and not z.] 
We first show that U„ + i is not contained in the two-sided ideal generated by (7„, 
i.e. in SU„S. 
Suppose for an indirect proof that l/„ + i is contained in SU^S. Then there exist 
two matrices An+i,n = i^ik) and Б„„+1 = (bji) such that А„ + ^^„В„^„+1 = U„ + i. 
Consider the product 
С = An+i,n^n,n+l = \ 11 I • 
The elements in the diagonal of С are 
n 
<^ii = E ^ijt'ji ' г = 1, 2, . . . , n + 1 . 
If С were the unit matrix C/„+1, then for any i there would exist exactly one summand 
in Сц equal to 1 (while the others are zeros). Hence there exist integers Л , 7*2, ---Jn+i 
such that 
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Now since {juJ2.--;Jn+i} ^ {1, 2. ..., n} there exist at least two integers к ф / 
such that j \ = ji. The equalities akjj^j^,k = ^ ^^^^ ^Ui^jui = ^ ^^Р^У ^^J/c = 
= bŷ  fc = a^J^ = b̂ ., f = 1. But then the element Сц, in the matrix С is 
n 
cik = Yu^iubuk = ... + aijibj,,k + ... = . . . + aijpj^^k + ... ^ 1 . 
In other words: If the product С contains one's along the whole main diagonal, 
then С contains necessarily at least one non-zero element outside of the main diagonal. 
Hence there cannot exist ^„ + i „, -ß„ „ + i such that С = C/„+i. The cat. unit L/„ + i is 
not contained in SU„S. 
We next show, on the other hand, that l/„_i e SU„S. Consider to this end the fol­
lowing (« — 1) X n matrix A and the n x (n — 1) matrix B: 
A = 
/ 1 , 0, ..., 0, 0\ 
0, 1, ..., 0, 0^ 
/ 1 , 0, ..., 0\ 
0, 1, ..., 0 
в = 
\o, 0, ..., 1, o/ \o, 0, ..., 0 
We then have: AU^B = AB = U„..^, 
Hence we have an increasing sequence of two-sided ideals 
SU^S CI SU^S c: . . . с SU„S с SU^^^S с ... , 
where all inclusions are proper. The ^^-class containing U„ (for any n) cannot be 
maximal. This proves the statement of Theorem 5,1. 
Theorem 5,2. Let S be a C-semigroup. An J-class which is not maximal and 
contains idempotents, contains at least one idempotent which is not a cat. unit of S. 
Proof. Let I^^^ be an ^-class which is not maximal and contains idempotents. 
If none of the idempotents e I^^^ is a cat. unit there is nothing to prove. Let eß be a cat. 
unit contained in f^^ = I^^^\ Since I^^^^ is not maximal, there is an ^-class l^""^ '^ &^\ 
i.e. SCßS ^ SaS. Write a in the form a = ae^, e^ e E. Then SCßS Ç SaS = Saeß с 
с Seß. Hence Cß e Seß and e^ ^ Cß, 
There exist therefore two elements u,ve S such that Cß = ue^v. We have и = 
= ue^ = CßU, V = e^v = vCß and Cß = uv. Denote Cy = vu. Then Cy is an idempotent 
since Cy = v(uv) и = vCßU = vu = Cy. 
Now Cß = UV = u(vu) V = uCyV implies ScßS cz SCyS and Cy = vu = v(uv) и = 
= vCßU implies ScyS с SCßS. Hence ScßS = SeyS and I^''^ = I^'^\ (This proves 
also that Cy ф 0.) 
Further, e^Cy = e^vu == vu = Cy and CyC^ = vue^ = vu == Cy. Since &''^ ф Ĵ "̂̂ , 
we have Cy Ф e^ and the equality CyC^ = e^Cy = Cy shows that Cy is not a cat. unit 
of S. This proves Theorem 5,2. 
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Example 5,3. In Example 5,1 we have /̂ >̂ ^ I^^'^ f /^^*\ The class &^^ contains 
the cat. unit Cß. Since it is not maximal, it contains an idempotent which is not a cat. 
unit, namely the idempotent e. 
Theorem 5,2 immediately implies 
Theorem 5,3. Let S be a C-semigroup and I an J-class containing idempotents. 
If each of these idempotents is a cat. unit of S, then I is a maximal J-class of S. 
Remark . The converse need not hold. This can be seen from Example 4,2. Here В 
is the unique maximal ^/-class of S. It contains the cat. unit 1 but also an infinite 
sequence of idempotents {qp, q^p^, Q^P^y • • •}• 
6. THEOREMS ON THE FACTOR SEMIGROUP SJM 
Let S be a C-semigroup and M a maximal two-sided ideal of S. Then SJM is 
a 0-simple semigroup. We shal study conditions under which SJM is a C-semigroup. 
Theorem 2,3a implies 
Theorem 6,1. Let S be a C-semigroup and M^ = S — I^^'^^a maximal two-sided 
ideal ofS. Then SJM^ is a completely 0-simple C-semigroup iff all idempotents e I^^''^ 
are cat, units. 
This Theorem will be strengthened in Theorem 6,2. 
In order to find some relations between I^^"^ and the ideal M^ = S — ̂ "^ we 
introduce in accordance with [5] and [6] the following general notion. 
Definition. Let 5 be a semigroup with zero and M a two-sided ideal of S. The 
ideal M is called 0-isolated if for any a, be S — M, ab e M implies ab = 0. 
Lemma 6,1. Let S be a C-semigroup and M a two-sided ideal of S. The factor 
semigroup SJM is a C-semigroup iff M is 0-isolated. 
Proof. Denote S — M == K. Adjoin to X a zero element Ö and denote К = 
= К u {Ö}. Then К (with the obvious multiplication) is isomorphic to SJM. 
a) Suppose that SJM is a C-semigroup. Take two elements с e K, d e К such that 
cd e M. Suppose for an indirect proof that cd ф 0. Since S is a C-semigroup, there is 
an e^e E such that ce^ = c. [Here e^. e K, since e^e M would imply с e M.] Since 
cd = ce^d Ф 0, we also have e^d Ф 0, therefore e^d = d. Hence К contains three 
elements c, d, e, such that ce^d = Ö, while ce^ Ф Ö and e^d Ф Ö. Hence К is not 
categorical at Ö so that SJM is not a C-semigroup. We have therefore cd = 0 for any 
pair c.deK such that cd e M. This means that M is 0-isolated. 
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b) Let conversely S be a C-semigroup and M a 0-isolated two-sided ideal of S. 
Then 5 / M Ä Ж = К U {0} is a semigroup in which the first condition of Definition 
0,1 is satisfied. [Indeed, if с e X and ce^ = c, eiC = c, e^, ei e E, the cat. units e,., ei 
are contained in K.^ We next prove that R is categorical at Ö. This means: We shall 
prove that if a, b, ceK and abc e M then either ab e M or bee M. Suppose for an 
indirect proof that ab e S — M and bee S — M. Since be e S — M, we have сф M, 
hence с e S — M. Now since M is 0-isolated, abeS — M,eeS — M and (ab) с e M 
imply abe = 0. Since 5 is a C-semigroup this implies either ab = 0 or be = 0, hence 
either ab e M or be e M, з. contradiction to the supposition. This completes the proof 
of Lemma 6,L 
We now apply the last lemma to the case when M is a maximal two-sided ideal 
of a C-semigroup such that all idempotents e S - M are cat. units of S. By Theorem 
2,4a the 0-simple semigroup SJM is a completely 0-simple C-semigroup. By Lemma 
6,1 M is 0-isolated. This implies 
Theorem 6,2. Let S be a C-semigroup and î «̂̂  a maximal J-elass of S in whieh 
all idempotents are cat. units of S. Then î «̂̂  u {0} is both a subsemigroup of S 
and a 0-simple inverse semigroup. Moreover, M^ = S — l^^'"^ is a (maximal) 
two-sided ideal of S which is 0-isolated. 
The suppositions of Theorem 6,2 are, in particular, satisfied if/̂ ^«^ is any maximal 
c/-class of any finite C-semigroup. 
Note that in this case all idempotents in any maximal J^-class are automatically 
cat. units. We have therefore the following special result: 
Theorem 6,3. Let S be a finite C-semigroup and /̂ *̂̂  a maximal J-class of S. 
Then î "̂̂  u {0} 15 a completely 0-simple C-semigroup {i.e. a 0-simple inverse 
semigroup). 
The following pertinent question arises. Let S be a C-semigroup and /̂ *̂̂  a maximal 
^''-class in which not all idempotents are cat. units of S. Denote again M^ =^ S — I^^^K 
Then iS/Mcç is a 0-simple semigroup containing cat. units. In contradistinction to 
Theorem 6,2 it is "in general" not true that M^ is 0-isolated (hence SJM^ a C-semi-
group). 
To show this we reproduce here a shghtly modified example due to MUNN which 
was mentioned above. 
E x a m p l e 6,1. Let X be the set of all positive integers, Tx the full transformation 
semigroup on X and г the identical mapping. И ae Tx we call card Xoc the rank of a. 
The set of all elements осе Tx with a finite rank is the maximal two-sided ideal of M. 
The factor semigroup TxJM is a 0-simple semigroup. 
Now adjoin to Tx a zero element 0. Then T^ = T^ u {0} is a C-semigroup with 
the identity element s (and no other cat. idempotent). M^ = M u {0} is the maximal 
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two-sided ideal of T^ and S = TxJM^ is a 0-simple semigroup containing e. To show 
that S is not a C-semigroup it is sufficient to show that there are two elements a, ß 
such that asß e M while a = ссгф M and ß = aß ф M. Define a, ß as follows: 
\n if n IS odd, ^ f2 if n IS odd, 
noc = < . nß = < .^ 
1 11 n IS e v e n . In n n is even. 
Then naß = 2 for any neX, hence a^ e M, while осф M, ß ф M. (Hence M^ is not 
0-isolated.) 
Remark . In the semigroup Tx we have У = ^. Hence Example 6,1 shows that 
even if/(̂ «> is a ^-class, S — f^"^ need not be 0-isolated. 
We can slightly modify the general result of Lemma 6,1 in the following way. 
If X e &-\ y G /^^*\ then SxS = SyS = Se^S. Hence xy e SxyS с SxS = Se^S. 
Denote M« n Se^S = M^''\ Then M "̂̂  is a two-sided ideal of S and the largest two-
sided ideal of S contained in Se^S which does not contain e^. Hereby Seß = I^^""^ и 
u M^'^K Hence we have 
Theorem 6,4. 1^^"^ u {0} is a C-semigroup iff the largest two-sided ideal of S 
which is properly contained in Se^S is 0-isolated in Se^S. 
Remark . If S is a C-semigroup and / a maximal ^^-class, then the maximal ideal 
M = S — I need not be itself a C-semigroup. This is shown by the following example. 



























This is a C-semigroup in which [e^, {Cß] are maximal J^-classes. M^ = S — {e^} is 
a maximal ideal which is itself a C-semigroup, while Mp = S — {cp} is a, maximal 
two-sided ideal which is itself not a C-semigroup. The reason for this is easily to be 
understood by an inspection of the corresponding graph. [Note that e which is not 
a cat. unit of S is a cat. unit of M^.] 
Let now iS be a C-semigroup containing at least one maximal two-sided ideal. 
Let {Мя I Я G я } be the set of all maximal two-sided ideals of S. Denote I^^^ = 
= S — M^ and M* = П ^x (the intersection of all maximal two-sided ideals of S). 
XsH 
Then S can be written in the form of a union of disjoint subsets: 
(2) 5 = [ U i ^ ' ^ l u M * . 
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By Lemma 5,3, if card Я ^ 2, we have I^^^. 1^^'^ = 0 for Я ф /i. [This is, of course, 
not sufficient to assert that M* is 0-isolated, since a ef^\ b ef^\ ab e M* do not 
necessarily imply ab = 0.] In any case SJM"^ is a 0-direct union of 0-simple semi­
groups each of which contains at least one cat. unit. 
If every maximal two-sided ideal is 0-isolated, then so is M*. To prove this, suppose 
that a.beS - W and ab e M*. We have to show that ab = 0. If a e 1^^\ b e 1^^^ 
and Я Ф /i we have ab = 0 (independently of whether M^, M ,̂ are 0-isolated or not). 
Suppose next Я = /z, hence a,b e S — M^. Since ab e M* cz Мд and Мд is 0-iso­
lated, we have ab = 0. 
Conversely, suppose that M* is 0-isolated. Let a, b e I^^^ and ab e S — l^^\ 
Then ab cannot be contained in a /^^^ jU ф Я. Indeed, ab e 1^^^ would imply the 
existence of a cat. unit e^el^^^ such that abe^ = ab. Further, since b = Ь̂ д with 
some e^^l^^K we have abe^e^ = abe^, i.e. ab = 0^/^^\ a contradiction. Hence 
a e/^^\ Ь e/̂ '̂ ^ and ab e S — I^^^ imply ab e M*. Since M* is 0-isolated, we have 
ab = 0. Hence Мд = S — f^^ is 0-isolated. Summarizing: M* is 0-isolated iff 
each Мд is 0-isolated. 
Applying the foregoing results we derive 
Theorem 6,5. Let S be a C-semigroup containing maximal two-sided ideals. 
Then S / M * is a O-direct union of 0-simple C-semigroups iffM^ is 0-isolated. 
Remark . If S is a finite C-semigroup, then M* is 0-isolated. Write P^^^ = 1^^^ u {0} 
and T = \J P^^\ We then have a decomposition of S into two quasidisjoint sub-
semigroups: S = Tu M*. Here "in general" the union need not be 0-direct (see the 
Remark after Theorem 6,8 below) while Tis either a completely 0-simple C-semigroup 
or a 0-direct union of completely 0-simple C-semigroups. 
As a special case of Theorem 6,5 we have 
Theorem 6,6. Let S be a finite C-semigroup. Then SJM"^ is a O-direct union of 
0-simple inverse semigroups. 
Now M* may contain cat. units of S. We shall find conditions under which this 
cannot occur. 
Definition. We shall say that a C-semigroup S satisfies Condition A if every 
maximal left ideal of S contains a maximal two-sided ideal of 5. 
Example 5,1 shows that this condition need not be satisfied even in the finite case. 
Proposition 6,1. A C-semigroup satisfies Condition A iff every J-class containing 
a cat. unit is a maximal J-class. 
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Proof, a) Suppose that Condition A is satisfied. Let e^ be any element e E. We 
have to show that î «̂̂  is a maximal »/-class. We know (see Theorem 4,1) that there 
is a maximal left ideal L^ which does not contain e^. By the supposition there is 
a maximal two-sided ideal M^ of S such that M^ a L^. Since S - M^ is a maximal 
c/-class and e^e S — M^, î *̂̂  is a maximal J^-class. 
b) Suppose conversely that every J^-class containing a cat. unit is a maximal 
J^-class. Let L^ be the maximal left ideal which does not contain e^. Since /̂ "̂̂  is 
maximal, M^ = S ~ /̂ *̂̂  is a maximal two-sided ideal of S (which does not con­
tain e j . Since M^ is also a left ideal, we have M„ с L^ which completes the proof of 
our statement. 
Proposition 6,2. A C-semigroup satisfies Condition A iff for any pair of cat. 
units e ,̂ ep we have: ep e Se^S implies SepS = Se^S. 
Proof, a) Suppose that ep e Se^S implies SepS = Se^S. Let L^ be the maximal left 
ideal of S which does not contain e^. Let further M^ be the largest two-sided ideal 
of S which does not contain e^. Clearly M^ a L«. Let ae S ~ M^. Then SaS is 
a two-sided ideal containing a, hence M^ u SaS is larger than M^ so that e^e M„ и 
u SaS. It follows e^ e SaS, whence Se^S a SaS. On the other hand, since S is 
a C-semigroup, there is a cat. unit e^ such that a = ae^, hence Se^S a SaS = 
= Sae^S cz Se^S. By the supposition Se^S = Se^S. Hence Se^S = SaS. We have 
proved: For every a e S — M^WQ have I^""^ = /^^^\ Hence S = M^ u /^^*\ so that M^ 
is a maximal two-sided ideal of S (contained in L„). 
b) Suppose that there is a couple of cat. units e^, ep such that ep e Se^S and 
SepS ^ iS^^S. The maximal left ideal Lp cannot contain a maximal two-sided ideal Mp 
of S, since then I^^^^ would be a maximal ^-class, a contradiction to the fact that 
jieß) < j(e«) xhe proof of Proposition 6,2 is complete. 
Theorem 6,7. Let S be a C-semigroup containing at least one maximal two-sided 
ideal. Then M* does not contain a cat. unit of S iff S satisfies Condition A. 
Proof, a) Suppose that Condition A is satisfied and suppose for an indirect proof 
that M* contains a cat. unit e*. By Theorem 4,1 there is a maximal left ideal LQ 
which does not contain e*. The maximal two-sided ideal MQ contained in LQ (which 
exists by the supposition) does not contain e*. This is an apparent contradiction, 
since M* is the intersection of all maximal two-sided ideals. 
b) Suppose that M* does not contain a cat. unit. It follows from the decomposition 
S = [ и /^^"^] u M* that every of-class containing a cat. unit is a maximal У-class. 
By Proposition 6,1 iS satisfies Condition A. 
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We have seen above that a C-semigroup containing maximal two-sided ideals can 
be written in the form 
(3) S = [U /^^^ ]uM* . 
Suppose now that S satisfies Condition A. Then we always have M* . [ (J /̂ '̂̂ ] = 
= M*. Indeed, to any a e M* there is a cat. unit e^e S such that ae^ = a. Since M* 
does not have cat. units, we have e^e S — M*. Therefore the decomposition (3) is 
not 0-direct unless M* = 0. In this last case M* is, of course, 0-isolated and each 
I^^^ u {0} is a 0-simple C-semigroup. We have proved 
Theorem 6,8. Let S be a C-semigroup satisfying Condition Ä. Then S is a 0-direct 
union of 0-simple C-semigroups iff M"^ = 0. 
Remark . It may occur (independently of whether S satisfies Condition A or not) 
that in the decomposition S = [ U P^^ ]̂ u M* all summands are 0-simple C-semi-
groups. But even in such a decomposition the union need not be 0-direct. Consider, 
e.g.. Example 5,1. Here M* = [eß, v, u, e, 0}. Denote P^'^^ = /^^> u {0} = {0, e,}. 
Then S = P^^""^ u M* is a decomposition into quasidisjoint completely 0-simple 
C-semigroups, but this decomposition is not 0-direct, since P^ '̂'̂  . M* = {0, v, e] ф 0, 
jy^*p(M ^ |o^ u, e] Ф 0. Note that e, which is not a cat. unit of S, is a cat. unit 
of M*. Note also that in this example Condition A is not satisfied. We have P^^'^^M'^ Ф 
Ф 0, but not P^"-^. M* = M*. 
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